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SUMMARY

h the first part of this report a brief review is presented of
methods availshle to the helicopter designer for obtaining desired sta.
bility characteristicsby modifications to the airframe design. The dis-
cussion is based on modifications made during the establishment of flylng-
qualities criteria and includes sample results of theoretical studies of
additional methods. 1

a
The conclusion is reached that it is now feasible to utilize conibi-

natlons of methods whereby stshility-paremetervalues are reslized which
in turn provide the desired stability characteristics.

.
Part II reviews some of the methods of predicting rotor st~ility

derivatives. The procedures by which these rotor derivatives are
employed to estimate helicopter stability characteristics have been sum-
marized. Although these methods are not always adequate fw” predicting -- -
absolute values of the stability of the helicopter, the effects on sta-
bility of changes in individual derivatives can generally be estimated
satisfactorily. .—

INTRODUCTION

The problems rekting to stability of helicopters have been the sub-
ject of numerous pubMshed works. Requirements established by the mili-
tary services for satisfactory helicopter stability ~e-specified in “’
reference 1. Some of the pertinent work on this subject by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is described in references 2 to 21.
The purpose of part I of this paper is to summarize some of the physical

h %upersedes recently declassified NACA Research Memorandum L54F30
by F. B. Gustafson and Robert J. Tapscott, 1954, and L~GO~ by Robert J.
Tapscott and F. B. Gustafson, 1954.

.



2 NACA TN 3945

methods available to the designer for “obtainingdesired stability i%lue~
— .,..-

by changing the airframe design. Althou@ the di~e~~-application con-
sidered is thahf meeting flying-qwlities criteria, it may be worth
pointing out that other reasons oT’tenarise for designing a configuration

s

so that specific amounts of stability are provided; for exsmple, the most
efficient combination of autopilot–and airframe design may be desired.

Ih order to predict helicopter stability, as for example to estimate
theoretically whether a proposed helicopter will meet the-flying-QuaMties
requirements, both the applicable eqmtions -ofmotion and the nec~sssry
stability derivatives must be determined.

—

Processes for applying the equations of motion have been well estah- ._
Mshed as a result of the extensive stability emalysis made for airplanes,
and the ,ndification of these procedures for use with helicopters has been
found a secondary problem in comparisonwith the pr~visi~ of values of””
stability derivatives. b the past few years, sufficient information ha8

——

been provided to permit the most pertinent rotor derivatives to be pre-
dicted with fairly good accuracy in applications where no.s$all is pres-
ent”. A summary of this work is presented in partiII of this paper.

I- METHODS FOR OBTAINING DESIRED HELICOPTER
●

STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

,

The scope of the discussion in part I is outlined in the following
table:

Characteristic Rotor type Investigated

Damping in roll Single and tandem

Maneuver stability I Single and tandem

Speed stability I Single-and tandem

Lateral oscillation and Tandem
turn characteristics

—

Available results on static directional (weathercock)stability of
tandem helicopters are notincluded in this discussion because of thorough
coverage in referen= 2. For helicopter types other than single-rotor or
tandem-rotur configurations,no direct information is provided herein but

-.
●

much can be inferred from the more appropriate.of the two .t~es covered.
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For each of the stability characteristics covered, modifications
made to the design in the process of exploring a range of characteristics
during the establishment of criteria for desirable flying qualLties we
discussed. The value of these exsmples lies in the fact tlyatthey sre
demonstrated cases for which stability parameters have been measured.
Gptimum desi~ generally requires the choice of a method or combination
of methods; therefore, sample results of theoretical studies of addi-
tional methods are included in each case.

symbols

rolling moment due to control deflection

rolling moment due to rolling angular velocity

change in wei@t of blade

blade radius

blade moment of inertia about flapping hinge

blade mass constant

pitching moment per unit angle-of-attack chsmge

pitching moment due to unit pitching angular velocity

rolMnn moment

sideslip velocity

rotor rotational speed

rotor solidity

10Il@tUdiIld CyC~C pitch

forward velocity

blade section pitching-moment coefficient

difference between collective-pitchangles of front and rem_rotors

difference between angles of at=ck of front and res+ rotors.due “
to longitudinal swashpkte tilt .
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Damping and Control Power in Roll
.

The ratio of-control power to damping, which frequently tends to
-

reach values that lead to a major problem in the hovering characteristics
●

of small low-inertia helicopters, is treated in table I. The test vehicle
was a two-place single-rotorhellcopt”er. As used herein, “control P~er”
is the ~olling momentiper unit stick deflection and “dsmying” is the
resisting moment per unit-angular velocity of the helicopter. Since
changes.in control power are restricted by trim =wfre~ents~ this dis-
cussion is concerned solely with changes in damping.

The requirement of the current military specification (ref. 1) is
that-the rate of-roll per inch of stick displacement (often referred to
as “sensitivity”)be less than 20° per–second. The test–hellcopt-erpro-
vided the opportunity to e-lore a fair-sized range of values> always on
the satisfactory side, by adjusting a mechan~cal-~=Upic device. The
value c,f14 for L& is obtained with the device locked out, and the
value cf 5.2 is obtained with the device as far beyond the production
setting ae feasible. Both from theory and from flightimeasurement~on
other helicopters, it is known that~th lighter blades and no special
device, the requti-ementsof reference 1 would not have been met.

In addition, and of perhaps even greater import=ce~ studies mad+—
subsequent to the establishment of the existing specificationshave demon-

* ,-

strated.the direct value of increased damping irrespective of L~/$ .

(For example, see ref. 20.) Therefore, examination of several additional -
methods for changing the damping is advisable.

Ir.creasingthe blade inertia is one method of changing %*damping.
If use of a tip weight is considered, calculations indicate thst-60 per-
cent of the blade weight is needed to duplicate the full change in
L& from 14 to 3.2. . . .- .—.—

Offsetting the flapping hinge will increase.damping,but--ifthis
method is used the control linkage has to be changed to Prevent increase
in control power, or else little change in @/~ will result. With the

heavy blades of the test helicopter, an offset–of only 2-percent radiua
would ke needed to change Lb/~ from 14 to 5.2; with light blades, an
offset of 5-percent radius would be enough.

—
-—

A third design awroach which makes possible increased damp+ng is
the use of aerodynamic servocontrols. Sketches of two types, as viewed
from above the rotor, are sh- in table I. One t~e uses a s~ace
behind the outer part of the blade and the other uses a surface at-ched
at right angles at the blade root. Such devices apparently can be designed
to provide increases in damping sufficient to cover the test range. &i&ne :“-
methods~permit increase in both control power and damping, a combination ..

.

.
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which is sometimes desirable; examples are flapping-hinge offset ~
aerodynamic servocontrols as just discussed.

Daqing and control power in roll for the tandem helicopter require
no separate discussion since, in roll, it is possible simply to consider
two single rotors instead of one.

Maneuver Stability of Single-Rotor Helicopters

Two separate mneuver-stability (or divergence) problems with
single-rotor helicopters at cruising speed are treated in table II. with
one helicopter, the variations were made by way of angle-of-attack sta-
bility, and with the other, by way of damping in pitch. For the first
case, a change to a value of angle-of-attack stability of 303 pound-feet
per radian was enough to cause the requirement to be met. The range
covered went from the unstable value of 7,000 pound-feet per radian to
the stable value of -2,100 pound-feet per radian. (Minus is stable in
accepted stability theory.) The test conditions actually extended some-
what farther than the value of -2,100 pound-feet per radian on the stable
side but the && values were not recorded.

The tail assembly used has been discussed in published papers, par-
ticularly reference 3. It may bear repeating, however, that a total tail
area of 0.5 percent of the rotor area could make the difference between
the helicopter’s diverging excessively in a few seconds and being able
to fly through rough air without the longitudinal controlbeing moved.
This result was obtained after linking the tail to the cyclic controls,
which so reduced the desi~ compromises as to permit use of a somewhat
more effective tail.

Tests were made with a different helicopter (labeled (2) in table II),
wherein the damping in pitch was varied in such a way as to bracket the
condition for which the requirement was met. The value of -1,200 pound-
feet per radian needed to cause the specification to be met fall__about
midway in the range of -700 to -1,900 pound-feet per radian covered.
Damping is another quantity where the minus sign is indicative of a stable
condition. As to the method used, the investigationwas the same as that
which provided the damping-in-roll values given in lxibleI.

As to alternate methods, for large changes in angle-of-attack sta-
bility & there do not seem to be many which wiU cover the range
singlehanded. lhcrease in rotor speed is llsted because the effect of
such an increase is calculated to be sufficient to warrant thought of
some compromise with desi~ for optimum power. It willbe understood
that rotational speed is appropriate because in all other respects the
design is fixed; more fundamentally,wmt iS i~lied iS l~er values of
pitch and tip-speed ratio. A 33-percent increase in rotor rotational
speed is estimated to give half the range covered and.would not have—
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been eno@, in itself, to meet the specification.
.

The effects are not=
linear and much greater increase in stability by this method would cause

.-

extreme compromise with performmce. ----.””. . —

If offsetiflappinghinges are used, then the aircraft center-of-
gravity :?ositionaffecta angle-of-attack stability. An estimate for this
helicopter is that, with the hinges at 5 percent Ma& radius, moving the
center of gravity 7 inches (2.’5percent-of the rotor radius) forward from
the rotor shaft would produce as much change as the 33-percent Increase
in rotor rotational”speed. With the same offset, a center-of-gravity
shift of 14 inches, if such is tolerable, would produce the change to
the -2,100 value and thus would permit the requirements to be exceeded.

For alternate methods of varying the rotor damping in pitch ~,
the methods given in the roll-sensitivity discussion again apply.

The”discussion of this section is in terms of existing criteria which
in turn z-elatemost specifically t-onormal-accelerationcharacteristics
in maneu-~ers. It migh-tbe remarked that in certain instances, when the
normal-accelerationcriteria for maneuver stability are just met, the
pitching velocity still shows appreciable divergent tendencies. Consid-
eration of the problem suggests that when such situations arise, by
carrying somewhat farther the methods thatrhave just been_described,
logical development with time should be achieved for pitching velocity as
well as normal acceleration, so that no fundamentally new problems seem
to be represented.

--

—

. —-

Maneuver Stability of Tandem-Ro~or Helicopters

Maneuver stability of the tandem helicopter, again at cruising speed,
is treated in table III. The psrameter considered is again pitching
moment per unit angle-of-attack change, and with the test helicopter the
unstable value of 57,000 pound-feet per radian corre6pondei-toa =Iu+j

—

that woulLdjust barely meet the req@tiemen%s set forth In the specifica-
tion. While a change of only 15,000 pound-feet per radian would have _..
sufficed to jtit reach the rharginal value of 57,000, a change of 88,000
in the d:lzectionof increased stability was explored. It is de~irable
to be alileto make these larger.changes.

—-.
The test method used was not

altogether appropriate for this discussion because SQ much of the range
—

was obta:hed by choice of power setting. The available ce.n~r-of-gravity
range produced a useful but subordinate change, a foward center of grav-
ity being the more stable.

—
.-

Because the testimethodwas not altogether appropriate for large “
changes, calculations are again used to illustrate other methcds. Changes .
which affect the relati~ M.ft-curve slopes of the frcmt and rear rotors
seem especially effective. It is estimated that, if the front-rotor

.
.—
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radius is decreased and the rear-rotor radius is increased to provide a
total difference of 10 percent of the mew radius, the test value of sta-
bility increase would be realized. Tf, instead, a differential.in rotor
solidifies were effected by putting wider blades on the rear rotor and
narrower ones on the front rotor, this ssme stability increase could be
obtained with a solidity differential of 45 percent of the mean value.

The size of horizontal-tail surface necessary to contribute the same
range was computed, in order to illustrate the indication in reference 9
that a horizontal tail is relatively less effective for tandems than for
single rotors. A value of 4 percent of rotor area is indicated in dis-
tinction to the 0.5 percent indicated for the single-rotor helicopters.
Although the two cases are not strictly comparable, the relative order
of magnitude is considered to be reasonable.

Speed Stability of Single-Rotor Helicopters

T%ble IV treats the speed stability of a single-rotor heMcopter.
For a helicopter to be stable with speed, it is required that, with
fixed pitch and throttle, the stick be moved farther forward for trim
with increase in speed. The parameter used to measure this change is the
longitudinal cyclic pitch B1 per unit velocity V (in hots). The
range tested (BI/V from O to 0.06 degrees per hot) was obtained by
changes in horizontal-tail setting. When sufficient upload waE provided
on the tail surface, the stsble contribution of the rotor could be can-
cel.led;when download was provided, it could be incre~ed. Incidentally,
most of this ~loration of near-zero speed stability was csrried out tith
the tail linked to the cyclic stick, the reasonbe~ that a high, fixed,
nose-up tail setting can be dangerous in the event of inadvertent speed
increase.

The rotor tends to be stable, but counteracting factors must still.
be considered. Some fuselage shapes can be as destabilizing aE a nose-
up tail setting, although a range of 30 foot-po~ds per knot wo@d be.._
rather unusual. A large rotor-blade-section diving moment could more
than cancel the stable tendency of the rotor. The increment Acm of
0.06 actually was suggested by the dangerous characteristicswhich arose
with autogiros having @ = -0.06. A rough estimate indicated the value
of 0.06 to be the right order of magnitude to prcduce the change under
discussion as well.

Speed Stability of Tandem-Rotor Helicopters

Table V relates to speed stability of the tandem-rotor type of heli-
copter. The longitudinal control of this configuration is obtained pri-
marily by changing the pitch-setting difference between front and resr
rotors, and the parameter is written as AO/V to correspond. This
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.
quantity was varied from -0.01 to 0.003; thus, the requirement-of at leash-
zero is bracketed. ‘I!hischange was accomplishedby changing th=-tilt
angle be-.weenthe front and rear rotor systems. The unstable setting was -

Wj the stable one, 1.8° “toe-in.”
,. ,—

=.

Calculations indicate that a center-of-gravityshift from midwm
between the shafts to 22 percent shead of the midpoint should produce the
equivalent range. The 22-percent value is based on total distance
between shafts. Similarly, giving the rear rotor higher solidity and the
front less, with a total difference Aa of 34–wrCent of tie ~an~

—

should achieve this same result. These values are for cruising speed;
-.

at low speeds the effect of center of gravity can even reverse, whereas
the solidity chsmge becomes more effective. The use of these metho@ in
combinat:lonthus holds special interest.

.—
It is also worth noting thpt _

these effects act in the same direction for speed stability as they do
for maneuver stability.

Lateral-Oscillationand Turn Characteristics

of Thndem-Rotor Helicopters

Tandem-rotor lateral-oscillationand turn characteristicsabcruise
speed are treated in table VI. One of the most effective parameters for
both is :rollingmoment per unit sideslip velocity, or L/v~-~as~~as
foot-pounds of rolling moment per foot per second of sideslip velocfiy.
Fortunately, this quafitity,which is the effective dihedral, is not &riti-
cal in its own right-j-protidedit stays on the stable side. (By conven-
tion, stable values are negative.) Most of the required change was
obtained by attaching small wings (surface area, 7 sqaarefeet) to the
landing gear. The front view and side view are shown. It yas most–con-
venient in these flying-qualitiestrials to extend the ~s?~o.n~itions .“
further by changing the flight conditions;but with so many designs begin-
ning to appear with moderate=sizedwings (much bigger tm the panels uged
in these tests), making the full change needed may often require only tk-
determination of the correct geometric dihedral.

One additional method is to change the vertical location of the
center of gravity relative to the side-view area. Only a major change in-
power-plant location, such as a shift to overhead turbines, seems likely
to make a change of the necessary magnitude (9-inch s~t in center of
gravity). Contributing changes, though, including some ventral-fin area,
may often prove feasible. .—

lhcreasing the daqping in roll is another effective approach that
can be considered. ‘_rhis method is discussed, along with sti~ other
approaches, in reference 4.

.

.

-,._
----

4
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Concluding Remarks for Part I

9

—Examples have been presented to illustrate methods for improving
helicopter stability. It will be realized that many of the numerical
values which have been given apply only for the case studied. For
example, a tandem helicopter might already have lower effective dihedral
or might somehow be designed with less nose-down inclination of the prin-
cipal inertia axis and, in either event, might meet the lateral requirem-
ents without reduction in effective dihedral.

The cases presented are beMeved to illustrate that it is now fea-
sible to choose one or more important stability parameters from theoret-
ical studies and, in turn, to find a combination of methods whereby values
of the parameters are realized which provide the desired stability
characteristics. ,

The obtainment of desired stability characteristicswith a minimum
of design compromise requires first of all a high degree of fundament~
understanding. To achieve this end a worka~le theory must be available.
It is believed that the existence of such theory has been demonstrated.
In addition to such use of theory, the outstanding key to the obtainment
of desired characteristicswith minimum design compromise seems to be
the avdlability and use of a variety of physical methods in combination
with one another. It is hoped that the sample methods presented ~ be
helpful.in suggesting still more approaches to the helicopter designer.

II - PROCEDURES FOR PREDICTING HELICOPTER STABILITY

The prediction of stability derivatives requires a knowledge of the
contributions of both the rotor and the fuselage. Fuselage characteris-
tics are not open to as specific an analysis as rotor characteristics,
and preliminary estimates can be handled on the basis of data from pre-
vious designs and from wind-tunnel model tests. me fmelage seems to
be subject to greater modification up to the time production starts;
consequently, this discussion is confined primarily to the rotor contri-
butions to the derivatives.

Symibols

gross weight of helicopter, lb

mass of helicopter,

acceleration due to

slugs

gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 . .
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R

c

Ce

b

G

@

e

P

7

IX

%

IZ

Ae

11

AT

blade radius, ft

blade-section chord, f%

equivalent blade

number of blades

rotor solidity,

..-
N~CA TN394:5_.._. _—

.
.—

J
R
cr2dr

chord (on thrusti-basis), ~ , ft

r r2dr
dQ

per rotor _—...

bce/~

instantaneousblade-section pitch angle (anglebetween line of
zero lift o~blade section and plane perpendicular to rotor
shaft), e -Alcos$- B1 sin ~, radians

collective-pitchangle (averagevalue of El around azimuth),
radians

mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

mass constant o~~otor blade (ratio of air forces to mass forces),

/pcaR4-11; also, flight-path angle,,radians

helicopter
Slug-ftz

helicopter

Slug-ftz

helicopter

slug-fta

difference

.

..- _G

rolling moment of inertia about center of gravity,
.-
~-

pitching moment of inertia about center of gravity,
<.
.

yawing momentiof inertia

lYetweencollective-pitch

. .

.*
.

about center of gravity,

—,

angles of front and rear
rotors, positive when collective-pitchangle of rear rotor Is
greater, radians; also, increment-of 0

.L—
—.

mass moment of inertia of blade about’flapping hinge, slug-ft2

difference between thrusts of front and rear rotors, positive
when thrust of rear rotor is greater, lb

.-

AR,A(OR),A(s definitions analogous to that for AT —

.—
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A1,B1

5

t

v

v

a

Q

P

UT

3945 g

difference between angles of attack of front and rear rotors due
to longitudinal swashpl.atetilt, positive when rear-rotor angle
of attack is greater

coefficients of -Cos * and -sin ~, respectively,
sion for ~j therefore, lateral.and longitudinal
respectively, radians

control motion, inches from trim

time, sec

in qres-
C@.iC pitch,

true airspeed of helicopter along flight path, ft/sec

sideslip velocity of helicopter in Y-direction, ft/sec

rotor angle of attack (angle between flight path and plane per-
pendicular to sx.isof no feathering), positive when axis is
inclined rearward, radians

rotor angular velocity, radians/see

V cos atip-speed ratio, ~R
(
assumed

.

equal to *
)

component at blade element of resultant velocity perpendicular
to blade-span axis and to axis of no feathering, ft/sec

UT = C@lR ----
.-—

+ blade azimuth angle (measured in direction of rotation from down-
wind position of blade if wind axes are used; measured in
direction of rotation from position of blade when it is pointing”
rearward along longitudinal axis of helicopter if body axes are
used), radisns —

a slope of curve of blade section lift coefficient plotted against
section angle of attack, per radian

L rotor lift, lb; also, rolling moment, lb-ft

T rotor thrust (component of rotor resultsnt force parsllel to axis
of no feathering), lb .

Q rotor-shtit torque, lb-ft

C!T rotor thrust coefficient, T’

fiR2P($lR)2
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CQ, rotor-shaft torque coefficient, Q .—

Y(R2P(flR)2R

B blade flapping sngle at particular azimuth positionl radians;
.

also, sideslip angle, radians

a. - alcos~-blsinw. . ..

a.

al

bl

a’

b’

P

q

r

~

N

M

h

n

X,Y,Z

constsnt term in Fourier series that expresses P; therefore,
rotor coning angle

coefficient of -cos v in expression for j3j therfore, longi-
tudinal tilt of rotor cone

coefficient–of -sin * in expression for ~; therefore, lateral
tilt of rotur cone

projection of angle between rotur resultant force vector and axis
of no feathering in plane containing flight-path smd axis of’

---

no feathering —

projection of angle between rotor resultant force vector and @S _
of no feathering in plane containing axis of no feathering
and perpendicular to plane containing flight path an~ls o?

-----

no feathering — L...=

helicopter rolling velocity, radians/see
.

helicopter pitching velocity, radians/see

helicopter yawing velocity, radians/see; also, radial distance to
blade element, ft ——

angle of roll, radians —

yawing moment, lb-ft

pitching momentz lb-ft -.
- -.

height of rotor hub above helicopter center of gravity, ft

angle.betweeg principal longitudinal azs of inert~a of heucqter
and flight path, positive when nose is up, radians

stability axes
.

.

.—
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Subscript:

AV aversge

Dots over sy?&ols indicate derivatiws with respect to time. “

Rotor Stability Derivatives

In ~eneral, calculation of the stability derivatives needed for a .
study of-helic~ter characteristics depends on the knowledge of the
individual rotor derivatives shown in the following table:

b@T/”) a(cT/d a(%/a)a(cT/i) a(cT/u)
act m Zx2 ae aq

I 1
I

a(cdu) a (c@O a (Cold a(cdu) a(c~a)

aa av al ae aq

aao
-z

b

As shown, the rotor parameters considered are CT/0 and a’, the magni-
tude and sngle of the thrust vector, respectively; rotor torque CQ/Oj

blade coning angle ~; and bl and al, the lateral and longitudinal
flapping, respectively. These rotor parameters are functions of five
independent varisbles: rotor sngle of attack a, forward speed V2
rotational speed Q, collective pitch e, and pitching velocitY q. me __
values of the derivatives are determined by the variations from trti of
the rotor parameters with changes in each of the five variales= me.
total number of derivatives shown here is large; however, for most appli- -
cations it is generally possible to reduce the nuniberconsiderably. For
instance, if the rotor under consideration has no flapping-hinge offset,
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the flapping coefficients are not significant;thus, the number of deriva-
.

tives to be considered is immediately reduced by about one-half% If neces-
sary, however, these derivatives can be determined from the equations of
references 10 and 14.

Of the remaining derivatives, the lift due to pitching smd torque
due to pitching generally can be neglected. For most cases, then, the
derivatives needed have been reduced to those enclosed within the lines
in the preceding table. All the ~/u, C~a, and a’ derivatives can

be obtained from the figures or equa%ions of references 8 and 10, aa is
shown in the following discussion.

The thrust due to angle+of attack and that due to collective pttch
are presented as functions of tip-speed ratio in figure 1. If the solidity
and tip-speed ratio for a given case are known, these quantities can be
read directly from the curves. The equations on which this figure is
based and the processes by which they were derived are discussed in
referer.ce8.

1%.echange in thrust coefficient with tip-speed ratio is presented
in reference 8 in the form of an equation from which, when the flight
condition is known, the rate o&-change of thrust coefficient with for-
ward speed and rotational speed can be computed.

.—

The change in inclination of the rotor force vector due to stesdy
pitching or rolling velocity has been derived”in reference 10. This
derivative is shown in ftgure 2 as a function of the parameter —.

is small the formula shown~!”As the effect-f tip-speed ratio v
figure 2 is fairly accurate”belowa tip-speed>ratio o&O.5 far both rcll

.—

.- —-

arii
the
and

pitmh. The rotor damping moment i= &termined simply-by multiplying
quantity obtained from the figure by 18/7Q andby the rotor thrust
rotor height above the helicopter center of’gravityj that is,

—

()~=acJ~l&3
aq 18/7Q y~

..

Fcn the rotor-vector angle and rotor torque derivatives, charts such
as tho~jeshown in figure 3 have been derived ad. are ptillshed in refer-
ence 8,, ~ese charts are given for a range of collective-pitchan@es

from 0[>to 14° at 2° increments; the sample shown herein is fo~.a collec-
tive pitch of
angle a’ is
for specified

8°. In these charts, the longitudinal rotor-vector
plotted against”the ratio of thrust coefficient to solidity
values of tip-speed ratio. Lines of constant power psr&u-

.

are also plotted on the charts.
.

Cmibinations of t~~e
.

---
.
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parameters which result in angles of attack of 1.2°and 160 on the
retreating blade sre indicated by dashed lines; these lines, in effect,
serve as limit lines above which account must be taken of stall. By
using slopes or differences from these chsrts in co~unction with other
derivatives and some simple equations, the remaining derivatives of a’
and of the torque coefficient can be obtained. As an exsmple, consider
the derivative of a’ with respect to angle of attack. From charts sucl?
as figure 3, the rate of change of a’ tith thrust coefficient canbe
obtained at a given tip-speed ratio and thrust coefficientby scaling
off the slope of the tip-speed-ratio line at the desired thrust coeffi-
cient. When this quantity is multipliedby the change in thrust coeffi-
cient with angle of attack, which has already been discussed, the result
is the change in a’ with angle of attack. The other at and the torque
coefficient derivatives cm be obtained by similar procedures. These
procedures are discussed in reference 8.

Prediction of Helicopter Stability Characteristics

It is believed that the rotor contribution to the essential heli-
copter derivatives can be predicted by using the rotor derivatives that
have been discussed. These rotor derivatives are applic~le, in most
cases, to a study of the stsbility characteristics of either a single-
rotor or a tandem-rotor configuration. Differences arise in using the
rotor derivatives to determine the helicopter derivatives for use in the
equations of motion and in accounting for the effects of flow interference
for a specific configuration. For most purposes, the lateral.and longi-
tudinal characteristics of the helicopter canbe studied separately.
Genersll.y,equations of motion derived on the basis of constant.fq~ard
speed are sufficient smd are applicable to both single- and tandem-rotor
configurateions.

Imf?itudinal characteristics.- In a study of the longitudinal char-
acteristics of the helicopter (refs. 5 and U), an import-t criterion
is that the time history of the normal acceleration shall be concave down-
ward within 2 seconds titer a step input to the longitudinal control;
that is, the slope of the normal acceleration curve shall reach its ma,x-
imum value smd begin to decrease within 2 seconds. In order to assist
in estimating theoretically whether a prospective helicopter will meet
this criterion, the following equations of motion were devised:
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f

t
Aa = qdti-A7- AB1

0

These equations are based on stability axes and derived on the assumptions
of constant forward speed, constant rotor speed, and constant stability
derivat~ves. The assumption is also made that the dynsmic maneuver can
be representedby a series of static conditions; hence, the rotor parsm-

et-em are always at their equilibrium values as determined by the instan-
taneous values of angle of attack, pitch angle, tip-speed ratio, and
pitching velocity. The first and second equations shown represent,
respectively, equilibrium normal to the flight path and equilibrium in
pitch. The third equation s~ly relates the varisbles of the-first
two equations to permit a solution.

.
.-

.

-.—

.—
.—

T& form of these equations a~lies specifically to the single-rotor
configuration. For tle tand- configuration the pitching moment-due to
control motion results primarily from differential collective pitch of
the two rotors rather than from cyclic pitch; thus, the term in the equa-
tions arpresshg pitching moment due to control motion mus? be mo~fie~ . ._
to acco’mt for this difference. -. —

In reference 5, these equations of motion have been solved for the
flight--pathangle 7, which, in turn, permits an expression tcrbe written

4

for the time history of the normal acceleration. Values of ccmibinatfons
of derivatives have been determined which, when substituted into the
expression for the thne history of normal acceleration,will result in

.

a time “historythat–is concave downward at 2 seconds. These values have
been presented in the form of a chart. (See fig. k.) ~us thecuein .=
figure 4 is a boundary line that separates combinations of significant
longitu~inal stability derivatives which result in satisfactory character-
istics from those which result in unsatisfactory characteristicsaccording
to the criterion previously mentioned. Shown along with the theoretical
curve are data points correspondingto five helicopter configurations.
The derivatives for the configurations correspondingto the points shown
were measured in flight and the adjacent number is the approximate time
for the-corresponding normal-accelerationtime history to become concave
downward. For both single- and tandem-rotor helicopters the theoretical_
curve is indicated to be qualitativel~correct for separating configura-
tions which have satisfactorymaneuver stability from those which have
unsatisfactory maneuver stability according to the criterion; that isj
the experimental points for which the normal-accelerationtime hfstorj_ .
becomes concave downward in less than 2 seconds fall in the satisfactory
region whereas, for times of more than 2 seconds, the points fall in the
unsatisfactory region. ..

Figu?se4_haws that an increase In the angle-of-attackstability or
.

damping in pitch (that is, more negative ~ or ~) or increases in

.-
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.

the rotor lift-curve
mined from this plot

slope & are stabilizing. Also, it can be deter-
that an increase in the pitching moment of inertia

Iy csnbe destabilizing. Since the change in lift slope_cqnnotbe large

and the lift slope is not expected to chsnge sign,“the primary changes
in st~il.ity must be brought shout by chsmges in the dsnrping-in-pitch
or angle-of-attack stability.

Ih the discussion of longitudinal stQbility so far, the forward
speed has been assumed to be constmt. For the tandem configuration,
however, the downwash effects of the front rotor acting on the rear rotor
cause an unstsble variation in pitching moment with speed. A study of
the speed stability of the tandem helicopter was made in reference 6.
In that study, on the basis of the availsble ikrivatives discussed pre-
viously, an expression for the chsmge of stick position with speed was
derived. The equation, along with a plot of constants based on the rotor
derivatives, is shown in figure 5. These constants sre presented for
several values of rotor solidity over a range of tip-speed ratios. After
a flight condition is selected and the tip-speed ratio and thrust coef-
ficient are thereby established, the slope of the variation of stick
position tith speed can be determined. This equation takes into accouqt
the effects on speed stsbility of center-of-gravityposition, differential
rotor speed, differential rotor radius and solidity, and “longitudinal
dihedrsl.” Effects of these parameters can be studied either together
or separately.

This analysis of tandem-helicopter speed stsbility is of particular
value in studies, such as the study of the relative effects of changes
in the various parameters, wherein it is not necesssry to know accurately
the value of downwash or the fuselage contribution. In order to predict
the absolute value of speed stability, the downwash must be estimated
for the configuration and flight condition under consideration, and the
variation of the fuselsge maments must be known. The results of flow-
field measurements presented in references 15 to 18 shouldbe useful in
estimating the magnitude of the downwash applicable to a specific condi-
tion.

Lateral-directional.characteristics.- The next important item in
helicopter stability is the lateral-directional characteristics. If roll,
yaw, and sideslip are considered as degrees of freedom, the equat~ons
of motion are as follows:
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For convenience in determining the derivatives, these equations are based
on principal axes of inertia (primed synibols)rathe~thsm on the relative
wind. In general, the rotor contribution to the derivatives needed in
these equations cem also be determined from rotor theory. Fuselsge con- ‘“””
tributions can be predicted from wind-tunnel data smd previous experience
or from flight data where available. -.

Thes=equations have been found useful particularly in estimating
the effects on helicopter characteristicsof chsages in the individual
stability derivatives. As sm example, figure 6 shows the theoretically
predicted time histories of rolling velocity and sideslip angle of a
tandem-rotor helicopter. The curves on the left-hand side of figure 6
represent the predicted time histories for the original helicopter. On
the right-hand side of figure 6 are time histories of the ssme quantities
when the effective-dihedralderivative i.sreduced 50 percent. This figure
indicates that a 50-percent reduction in the effective dihedrsl would sub-
stantially improve the oscillatory characteristics of the helicopter.
In an attempt to improve the characteristics,this means was tried eqeri-
mentslly. The results are shown in figure 7, wherein the experimentally
measured time histories of rolling velocity and sideslip angle before and
after the derivative change are compared. The comparison shows that, as
predicted by the theory, a reduction in the effective dihedral improved
the oscillation. Thus, in this case, the theory was employed successfully
to indicate the course to be followed in making an improvement-.

..-

—. —

Concluding Remarks for Pert II

It will frequently not be feasible to predict accurately sbsolute
magnitudes for the stability of the complete helicopter, psrticularl.y
because of the difficulty of predetermining final.,full-scale fuselsge
characteristics. However, on the basis of the studies discussed herein,
a first approxhation can be made, and by making some comparatively
straightforwardflight measurements of stability derivatives and reem-
ploying the theory to show what modifications are needed, it appesrs fea-
sible to handle at—least those problems with which direct experience has
been had. It appears likely that, in most cases, changes in several
derivatives simultaneouslywouldbe necessary t-o-achievemost efficiently

—

.
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the desirable st~ility characteristics, snd the equations discussed
herein should prove very useful in this type of study.

Langley Aeronautical.Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Iangley Field, Vs., Noveniber20, 1956.
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RATlO OF
SINGLE

TABLE I

CONTROL POWER TO DAMPING
ROTOR; 2,200-LB GROSS WT.

PARAMETER VALUE TO RANGE METHOD USED
MEET TESTED

MI L-H-8501

CONTROL POWER <20 14T0 5.2 AVAILAELE GYRO
DAMPING ‘ DEVICE; La FIXED!&w :b~k .::.km!~~ ~ , DEG/sEG

;.—.
!&= ~- ,“ b~ Lp IN.

t@i....-:...

ADDITIONAL METHODS (La FIXED) AMOUNT FOR
;:. ,-= ,“ RANGE TESTED_ &c.

- ,—- INCREASE IN II Y.* Awb = 0.6
t.+..+’ ‘ VIA TIP WT.

HINGE OFFSET 2% R
WITH Y = 4.7

1

AERO -*
SERVOS 7-1

---- -——-

TABLE II

MANEUVER STABILITY

SINGLE ROTOR; GROSS WTS.: (1) 5,000 LB AND (2) 2,200 LB;
CRUISE SPEED

MAJOR VA~~~TTO RANGE METHOD USED
PARAMETER TESTED

VARIED MI L-H-8501

(1) Ma, ::;l~N <300 7,-020CIJ0 TAIL SURFACE

9
~7

(2) Mq, ~A~:&&
C-1,200 -710 TO AVAILABLE GYRO
(ROTOR) -1,930 DEVICE

4

PARAMETER ADDITIONAL METHODS AMOUNT FOR
1/2 RANGE TESTED

INCREASED RPM 33% 1

Ma FORWARD C.G. WITH A C.G. = 2.5’70 R
OFFSET HINGES WITH 50/. OFFSET

I MQ I SIMILAR TO ROLL SENSITIVITY I

,-

.-

..—

.
.-

.

-.
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TABLE III

MANEUVER STABILITY
TANDEM ROTOR; 7,000-LB GROSS WT.; CRUISE SPEED

MAJOR
PARAMETER

LB-FTM—
a’ RADIAN

VALUE TO
MEET

MIL-H-8501

<57,000

RANGE
TESTED

72,000 TO

-16,000

METHOD USED

C.G. AND

POWER SETTING

ADDITIONAL METHODS AMOUNT FOR
RANGE TESTED

AR (SAME $2)
w ’004

Ac 45 “/0

TAIL SURFACE 100 SQ FT OR 4°4 OF
~ ToTAL RoToR AREA

TABLE 13Z

SPEED STABILITY
SINGLE ROTOR ; 5,000-LB GROSS WT.; CRUISE SPEED

RANGE METHOD USED
TESTED

ADDITIONAL FACTORS AMOUNT FOR
RANGE TESTED

I MOMENTS, FUSELAGE I *FT-LB

LESS TAIL mim=30 I
BLADE SECTION PITCH I NG-

MOMENT COEFFICIENT
ACm ~ 0.06

. .—

—

..—
—--—
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TAN DEM ROTOR;

TABLE X

SPEED STABILITY
7,000-LB GROSS WT.; CRUISE SPEED

PARAMETER

A8 DEG
“ mv

VALUE TO RANGE METHOD USED
MEET T ESTEO

MI L-H-8501

4&JiL2k
ADDITIONAL FACTORS AMOUNT FOR

RANGE TESTED

G.G. SHIFT

AU

--

.
,.%
.>

.

TABLE SZt

LATERAL OSCILLATION AND TURN
TANDEM ROTOR; 7,000-LB GROSS

CHARACTERISTICS
WT.; CRUISE SPEED

MAJOR
PARAMETER

ROLL DUE TO
SIDESLIP, &

FT-LB “
FT/SEC

VALUE TO
MEET

MI L-H-8501

>-26

RANGE
TESTED

-75 TO -37

METHOD USED

CLa
TWO WINGS,

7SQ FT EACH

ADDITIONAL METHOD
AMOUNT FOR

RANGE TESTED

VERTICAL C,G.- C.P. 9 IN.
RELATIONSHIP

—

.
..
.—

* :-

—.
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Figure 1.- Variation of CT/U derivatives with respect to y.
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Figure 2.- Chart for determining rotor damping in pitch and roll..
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Figure 5.- E%mple @t for dete~ning derivatives of a’ and c~u.
e = 8°.
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SATISFIED
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ANGLE-OF-ATTACK !3TA81L1TY PARAMETER
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Iy ()— + 0“70 + 0.58 ~ + 0.’2 ~
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Figure 4-- Maneuvex-stability chart for 2-second criterion.
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‘= K@)/&&)+K2(%)~”[&+2%&]+K3Aad+K4cTd(A8)
dp

2

P

------
.—.
\, ‘2

0
\ % K3

‘[, ‘2, K3, ‘4

m -2
‘]

-4 ‘4 —— 0.:3
m — .06

‘-
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5

P

Figure 5.- Equation for speed stsbility of tandem-rotor helicopters.
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Figure 6.- Predicted effect of reduction in effective dihedral on lateral
oscillation.
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